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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) can be used to solve compositional tasks. These tasks involve knowledge of subtasks that must be combined to arrive at the correct answer. To better understand how LLMs approach compositional tasks, we conducted two compositional task experiments, multiplication and word list operation (WLO), on Flan-T5 and Llama 2-Chat models. We found that adding in-context examples of related skills did not improve any model’s ability to perform the main task, regardless of whether the model could perform the related skills well.
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ABSTRACT

Large language models (LLMs) can be used to solve compositional tasks. These tasks involve knowledge of subtasks that must be combined to arrive at the correct answer. To better understand how LLMs approach compositional tasks, we conducted two compositional task experiments, multiplication and word list operation (WLO), on Flan-T5 and Llama 2-Chat models. We found that adding in-context examples of related skills did not improve any model’s ability to perform the main task, regardless of whether the model could perform the related skills well.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, transformer-based large language models (LLMs) have become widely popular. One of the popular commercial LLMs used today is OpenAI’s ChatGPT\(^1\), and LLMs that are open-source and are used in academic research include Flan-T5 and Llama 2. They have prolific usage in natural language processing (NLP) tasks, search engines\(^2\), and code generation\(^3\). With their ability to perform a wide variety of tasks, LLMs are sometimes presented in academic literature and popular media as having “sparks of artificial general intelligence” [1].

Despite their ability to compose intricate responses, large language models have limited capability for compositional reasoning. These tasks are complex enough that they require multiple subtasks to complete them [2]. However, little is known about the causes of these limitations in LLMs. In this work, we explore whether compositionality can be learned in-context.

In-context learning is a popular technique to instruct large language models, where task examples are added to a model’s input. We wanted to determine if prompting an LLM with in-context examples of subtasks can improve compositionality. Compositional tasks require knowledge of multiple skills to derive the answer for the main task. Any intelligent system appropriately trained in the underlying skills can improve at a compositional task, but can today’s academic-scaled LLMs do so?

Let us consider an example of a compositional task: multiplication. It is a compositional task because it requires the following subtasks: single-digit multiplication,

\(^1\) [https://openai.com/chatgpt](https://openai.com/chatgpt)
\(^2\) [https://www.bing.com/chat](https://www.bing.com/chat)
\(^3\) [https://github.com/features/copilot](https://github.com/features/copilot)
carry, addition, and concatenation. For an intelligent system to solve any multiplication problem, it must know how to perform these skills and compose them together to form the correct answer. If the system struggled to perform multiplication due to poor performance at a skill, then teaching it the skill would help it perform multiplication.

We conducted experiments on two tasks: multiplication and a more difficult compositional task involving string operations on lists of words. We focused our experiments on several models from two LLM families: Flan-T5 [3] and Llama 2-Chat [4]. Our results showed that the skills can be learned for both tasks, with larger models performing better. However, both models struggled at the compositional task, with Flan-T5 performing worse than Llama 2-Chat overall.
BACKGROUND: LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS

Large language models are machine learning models that can be used for text generation. Given a sequence of words, a language model tokenizes the sequence and returns probabilities for the next token after the sequence. To achieve good predictions, they are trained on an abundance of raw textual data based on a training objective. An example of a training objective is standard language modeling, where the model is tasked to optimize the probability of predicting text from the training data [5]. Perplexity is a metric for the quality of language models, and a lower perplexity corresponds with the model being more confident in its prediction based on the previous tokens [6].

There are many ways of obtaining the next $n$ tokens in text generation. Greedy decoding considers the most probable token at each output, but this can lead to “repetitive and short output sentences” [7]. While considering all tokens at each step would produce the most probable sequence, this search is impractical due to its exponentially growing size. Beam search constrains the decoding process by considering the top $b$ hypotheses at each output step [7]. This addresses the drawbacks of greedy decoding and maintains some benefits of exploring different paths. One modification to these strategies is to sample from the distribution rather than considering the highest probable tokens, increasing the diversity of outputs.

However, training a model for language modeling is not enough to use it for an NLP task. To obtain satisfactory results, one must provide context to the model about the downstream task. One way is to fine-tune a model to respond to instructions for the task [5]. While fine-tuning can improve a model’s performance on a downstream task, it requires a labeled dataset of instruction and output pairs, which can be difficult to procure.
for certain tasks. To address this, models can be instruction-tuned on a large dataset of instruction-output pairs to follow instructions [8]. Instead of fine-tuning a model, one can engineer prompts for a model to obtain an answer to a downstream task. For instance, providing in-context examples of the task at hand can prime an LLM to respond to a query better [9]. With prompting, the terms few-shot, one-shot, and zero-shot correspond to the number of in-context examples given in a prompt: few-shot means having $k$ in-context examples, one-shot means having one in-context example, and zero-shot means having no in-context examples [10].

Sentiment analysis is an example of an NLP task that one can solve using a large language model. It is a text classification problem where the goal is to predict the sentiment (attitude) of a given text. A popular dataset for this task is the Stanford Treebank Dataset (SST) [11], where extracted text from movie reviews is labeled as positive or negative. To solve this problem, one can use an LLM and construct a prompt. As an example, the prompt can look like this:

Classify the text sentiment as positive or negative.

Text: a technically superb film

Sentiment:

If the model was instruction-tuned, then fine-tuning a model on prompts given in this format should not be necessary; the model should know sentiment analysis because it is a common task in NLP. With the information provided, the model should produce “positive” over “negative” if it is more probable, but it may be necessary to provide additional context to the model. This can be done in the form of an in-context example. A one-shot prompt could then look like this:
Classify the text sentiment as positive or negative.

Text: contains no wit, only labored gags

Sentiment: negative

Classify the text sentiment as positive or negative.

Text: a technically superb film

Sentiment:

Note that there are many ways to format a prompt, and one may need to perform prompt engineering to find one that works well for a particular model.

Large language models of today use a transformer-based architecture. A transformer is a machine learning model that uses multi-head attention layers and positional encoding to process textual data [12]. The multi-head attention layers use attention, which is a mechanism that allows the model to focus on specific words in an input. Positional encoding is necessary for the model to understand which words come before or after other words. There are three types of transformers: encoder models, decoder models, and encoder-decoder models. Encoder-decoder models, such as Flan-T5, first generate an encoding of the input and uses a separate decoder to generate an output from the encoding [5]. Decoder models, such as Llama 2, feed the input into the decoder and then generate text that continues from the input [5].

For the experiments, we used two large language model families built upon the transformer architecture: Flan-T5 and Llama 2-Chat. Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) is an encoder-decoder model that underwent multi-task learning. It was trained on the Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus (C4), a large English corpus extracted from the web,
and on “a mixture of tasks” [13]. Flan-T5 builds upon T5 by incorporating instruction-tuning into its development, where it learned 1.8K tasks and how to do chain-of-thought [3].

Large Language Model Meta AI 2 (LLaMA 2) is a decoder model that updates Llama 1 by “train[ing] on a new mix of publicly available data,” doubling the context length, and more [4]. Llama 2-Chat is “a fine-tuned version of Llama 2 that is optimized for dialogue use cases” [4, p. 2]. The optimization was done using reinforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF), which is a process that involves maximizing a reward model trained to give higher scores to text preferred by humans [4]. Flan-T5 and Llama 2-Chat are distinct despite both models using a transformer-based architecture, and they provide a good mix for these experiments.
CAN COMPOSITIONALITY BE LEARNED IN-CONTEXT?

Compositionality is a topic that appears in different contexts, including semantics and mathematics. Generally, compositionality is the notion that “[t]he meaning of a complex expression is determined by its structure and the meanings of its constituents” [14]. While there is debate over the existence of compositionality in natural languages, compositionality can be purposely built into artificial languages, such as programming languages [15]. In this paper, we consider compositionality in a task-based context. One can view compositionality in terms of tasks for an overall skill.

Let us consider cooking as an example. If one is following a recipe, each step is a task that involves a skill. To cook well, one needs to know a variety of skills, such as selecting and measuring ingredients, cutting vegetables or meat, and frying, boiling, or baking. Even with a fixed set of ingredients to select and cooking methods, there are an endless amount new dishes one can make. These skills are separate from one another, and they are transferable. If one knows how to create a cake, then creating a cupcake would not be too difficult.

Compositional tasks often require a step-by-step approach to solving the task, which large language models can mimic. One idea to improve a model’s ability to reason is through chain-of-thought, which primes an LLM to respond to a query by mimicking how a human would approach solving a problem [16]. For instance, consider the following question: “If John purchased 2 watermelons for $2 and 3 oranges for $1, how much did he pay?” Instead of responding directly with the answer, the LLM could respond with this: “Let’s think this step-by-step. John purchased 2 watermelons for $2, which is 2 * $2 = $4. John purchased 3 oranges for $1, which is 3 * $1 = $3. Therefore,
the total is $4 + $3 = $7.” Wang et al. improve on chain-of-thought reasoning with self-consistency, which can produce more accurate responses by sampling “over diverse reasoning paths,” rather than consider one path like chain-of-thought [17]. Because chain-of-thought and self-consistency can improve task performance, LLMs seem to exhibit or mimic some level of reasoning.

In-context learning can improve a model’s performance on a task, so it is productive to see if this applies to compositional tasks. Brown et al. trained GPT-3, “an autoregressive language model with 175 billion parameters” [10]. They experimented with prompting the model and found that few-shot prompting could outperform the state-of-the-art models on various datasets. Their findings reinforce the idea that in-context learning and prompt engineering are viable strategies for performing downstream tasks. If a task is compositional and models exhibit compositionality, in-context learning could help models by giving additional information about the skills. If this is the case, we would expect improvement in a model’s performance on the task. Furthermore, we would expect that in-context examples of skills that are not relevant to a task should offer no benefit to a task, either worsening or maintaining a model’s performance.
EXPERIMENT SETUP

For a compositional task, we define a main task and its subtasks. From Flan-T5, the Small, Base, Large, XL, and XXL models were used. From Llama 2, the Chat 7B and Chat 13B models were used. Each model was tested on the main task and subtask based on prompts. The prompt formats used for Flan-T5 are shown below in Figures 1-6. Llama 2-Chat used slightly different prompts because it uses additional instruction tags. However, the instructions and questions remained the same. The prompts consisted of a worded instruction and a question, and each experiment was given an in-context example. Additionally, the main task was given an in-context example of the subtask. As a control, the main task was given an in-context example of a task unrelated to the main task. These tasks were subtraction, exponentiate, and string reversal. Each experiment was repeated with five different in-context examples, and the experiment was repeated five times with the same in-context example.

Q: Carry the digit from the tens place.
27 // 10 =
A: 2

Q: Carry the digit from the tens place.
44 // 10 =
A: 1

*1a: Example of the carry prompt for Flan-T5.*

Q: Concatenate the numbers.
1 & 7 & 5 =
A: 175

Q: Concatenate the numbers.
2 & 3 & 3 =
A: 1

*1b: Example of the concatenation prompt for Flan-T5.*
Q: Multiply two numbers.
4 * 9 =
A: 36

Q: Multiply two numbers.
9 * 0 =
A: 0

1c: Example of the multiplication of single digits prompt for Flan-T5.

Q: Add two numbers.
22 + 1 =
A: 23

Q: Add two numbers.
18 + 41 =
A: 59

1d: Example of the summation prompt for Flan-T5.

Figure 1: Example of skill prompts for the multiplication task for Flan-T5

Q: Multiply two numbers.
38 * 98 =
A: 3724

Q: Multiply two numbers.
15480 * 75948 =
A: 1185275120

Figure 2: Example of the multiplication prompt for Flan-T5.
Q: Add two numbers.
38 + 98 =
A: 136

Q: Multiply two numbers.
38 * 98 =
A: 3724

Q: Multiply two numbers.
15480 * 75948 =
A:

Figure 3: Example of the primed multiplication prompt for Flan-T5.

The multiplication task evaluated a model’s ability to perform reasoning with numerical tasks. For the multiplication experiment, the main task was multiplication of up to 5 digits. For up to 2-digit multiplication, all combinations were considered. For up to 3 to 5-digit multiplication, 1K problems were sampled for each digit. This resulted in 13K problems in total. The main task was composed of the following subtasks: multiplication of single digits (100 problems), carrying of the tens digit (90 problems), addition of up to two digits (10K problems), and concatenation of up to three digits (1.1K problems). All numbers considered were positive numbers.

Q: Concatenate the two word lists.
Concatenate of tyr, rectus, ki and chilli, vogul, bps is what?
A: tyr, rectus, ki, chilli, vogul, bps

Q: Concatenate the two word lists.
Concatenate of gaba, craved, ritz and krone, duenna, zoic is what?
A:

4a: Example of the concatenation prompt for Flan-T5.
Q: Uppercase all of the words in the list.  
Uppercase of tyr, rectus, ki is what?  
A: TYR, RECTUS, KI

Q: Uppercase all of the words in the list.  
Uppercase of gaba, craved, ritz is what?  
A:

4b: Example of the uppercase prompt for Flan-T5.

Q: Remove the first word in the list.  
Remove first of tyr, rectus, ki is what?  
A: rectus, ki

Q: Remove the first word in the list.  
Remove first of gaba, craved, ritz is what?  
A:

4c: Example of the remove first prompt for Flan-T5.

Figure 4: Example of skill prompts for the WLO task for Flan-T5.

Q: Perform these operations in order: uppercase all of the words in the first word list, remove the first word in the second word list, and concatenate the two word lists.  
Using tyr, rectus, ki and chilli, vogul, bps gives what?  
A: TYR, RECTUS, KI, vogul, bps

Q: Perform these operations in order: uppercase all of the words in the first word list, remove the first word in the second word list, and concatenate the two word lists.  
Using gaba, craved, ritz and krone, duenna, zoic gives what?  
A:

Figure 5: Example of WLO prompt for Flan-T5.
The word list task evaluated a model’s ability to perform string operations on lists of words. The main task was a word list operation over two lists of words that consisted of the following tasks in order: uppercasing all of the words in the first list, removing the second word from the second list, and concatenating the two lists together. Each task had 1K problems containing a sample of words from a filtered WordNet corpus, where the words considered did not contain digits, did not contain underscores, were six characters or fewer, and were not obscenities.

Each prompt was given to the models to generate a response. Multinomial beam search with five beams was used. The correct answer was searched in each generated response in different ways. For the multiplication experiments, the response was stripped of commas, and the last number in the generated response was considered as the answer. For the WLO experiments, the answer was searched in the generated response such that
the final word list was in the response in order, and an additional check was used to ensure that the answer was not contained in a sublist of a larger list.
RESULTS

We aim to answer the following research questions in this section:

1. How well do the models perform at the given tasks and skills?
2. Does model parameter size affect the model's performance at the task?
3. If a model is given an in-context example of a skill relevant to a task, does this improve the model's performance at that task?

After conducting the experiments, we scored each experiment based on a scoring function. The results are shown below as box-and-whisker plots, representing each experiment's five average accuracies using different in-context examples. For each experiment, the accuracy of skills and the accuracy of the main task were measured. There are three variants for the experiments on the main task: original, primed, and control. The original experiment is performed with the main task prompt. The primed experiments contained an additional in-context example of a relevant skill to the main task prompt, and the control experiments contained an irrelevant in-context example instead.

Flan-T5 XXL, Llama 2-Chat 7B, and Llama 2-Chat 13B can perform the skills needed for multiplication. However, all Flan-T5 models had near zero accuracy for the WLO task, so only the Llama 2-Chat models are shown in Figure 10. This indicates that Llama 2-Chat had better training in responding to these questions than Flan-T5. A general trend from the results was that larger models tended to perform better than smaller models (ignoring Flan-T5 for the WLO experiment). This coincides with the general trend of larger models performing better than smaller models [10]. However, there are some differences between the model families
chosen. Llama 2-Chat models performed better than their Flan-T5 counterparts in the main tasks and most skills (XL and XXL, respectively).

Additional information in a prompt can do one of three things: (1) it can improve the model’s response by giving it useful information, (2) it can have no effect on the model’s response and is ignored, or (3) it can worsen a model’s response by adding noise and causing confusion. If large language models can learn a skill through in-context examples, then one would expect an improvement in accuracy by introducing in-context examples of relevant skills. However, the results disprove this notion, as experiments with primed prompts did not consistently improve. Furthermore, we expected that control experiments would either have no effect or worsen model performance, but there were cases where it improved accuracy. This suggests that no clear effect exists on how in-context examples for different skills can change model performance on a particular task.

**MULTIPLICATION**

For the multiplication task, the models were evaluated on the following skills: carrying, concatenation, multiplication of single digits, and summation. The models were evaluated on multiplication, with and without being primed on a skill. Figure 7 shows the results of the skills across all models used in the experiment. Figure 8 shows the results of the main task across different prompts.
7a: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the carry skill.

7b: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the concatenation skill.
7c: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the multiplication of single digits skill.

7d: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the summation skill.
Results were consistent across each skill, with the larger models performing better than the smaller models. Flan-T5 XXL, Llama 2-Chat 7B, and Llama 2-Chat 13B were the models that performed the skills well. With the Llama 2-Chat models, they occasionally responded with more than the eventual answer, producing a chain-of-thought response even without being prompted to. For the concatenation task, Llama 2-Chat 7B sometimes mistakenly appended zeros to the start of its answer. Llama 2-Chat 13B sometimes mistakenly skipped the first number for its answer if the first number was zero.

Smaller models tended to perform poorly due to various issues in their responses. For the carry skill, Flan-T5 Small, Flan-T5 Base, and Flan-T5 Large tended to respond with the answer for the in-context example rather than the question at hand. For the concatenation skill, Flan-T5 Base frequently resorted to repeating the question. For the sum skill, Flan-T5 Small and Flan-T5 Base frequently produced negative numbers in their answers, which would not be possible in this context because only positive numbers were used in the experiments. For the multiplication of single digits skill, Flan-T5 Small, Flan-T5 Base, and Flan-T5 Large frequently produced single-digit answers, even for questions that would result in a two-digit answer.
8a: Flan-T5 Small’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.

8b: Flan-T5 Base’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.
8c: Flan-T5 Large’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.

8d: Flan-T5 XL’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.
8e: Flan-T5 XXL’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.

8f: Llama 2-Chat 7B’s accuracy for multiplication using different prompts.
There are a few things to note from the results in Figure 8. Llama-2 Chat 13B performed the best at multiplication, but its accuracy was still poor at around 35%. While the Multiply + Concatenate prompt seemed to improve the response for Flan-T5 Base, the overall accuracy is still poor at around 1.3%. Furthermore, none of the other models responded similarly when primed with related skills. Including the control tasks for other models had inconsistent effects on model performance. Flan-T5 XL performed slightly worse when including the string reversal control task to the prompt on average, but Flan-T5 Large performed marginally better with string reversal than other prompts on average. However, these differences are negligible due to these models’ trivial performances. For larger models, the control task did not significantly affect model performance.
**WORD LIST**

For the word list task, the models were evaluated on the following skills: concatenation, remove first word, and uppercase all words. Furthermore, the models were evaluated on a word list operation (WLO), with and without being primed on a skill. Figure 9 shows the results of the skills across all models used in the experiment. Figure 10 shows the results of the main task across different prompts for the Llama 2-Chat models only due to the poor results from Flan-T5 for this experiment.

9a: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the concatenation skill.
Figure 9: Results for skills used in WLO.

9b: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the remove first skill.

9c: Models of increasing size evaluated on accuracy for the uppercase skill.
For the skills needed to perform WLO, only the Llama 2-Chat models could perform them reliably. Of the Flan-T5 models, Flan-T5 XXL performed the best in the skills overall. It performed on par with the Llama 2-Chat models in the remove first skill but poorly on the concatenation and uppercase skills. Upon further inspection, the Flan-T5 models tended not to change the word list and mistake uppercasing all words as uppercasing the first letter in each word. For the concatenation task, it tended to concatenate all words into a single word. These results contrast with Llama 2-Chat, which was able to concatenate the lists into a comma-delimited word list.

10a: Llama 2-Chat 7B’s accuracy for word list operation using different prompts.
For Llama 2-Chat 7B, the introduction of the uppercase skill did improve some of the runs. However, the accuracies are still negligible. Looking at the larger model, Llama 2-Chat 13B did not exhibit this behavior and tends to perform better with control prompts on average. However, the accuracies between each in-context example varied substantially, highlighting the importance of selecting the right one for a task.

Upon further examination, Llama 2-Chat models tended to misunderstand how concatenation operated in the WLO experiment. Instead of concatenating the two lists into one list, they sometimes combined the lists into a single word, much like Flan-T5 did with the concatenation task. Even with the injection of concatenation skills, the models did not pick up on this distinction. Sometimes, the models mistook which words belonged to which list, capitalized all words in both lists, and did not remove the first word in the second list.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Previous authors had performed work to understand the behavior large language models exhibit when reasoning with compositional tasks. Dziri et al. determine the limits of compositionality in transformer-based models based on reasoning with computational graphs based on subtask operations [2]. Despite prompting models to decompose a compositional task, they found that these models tended to fail as the depth of the graph computational graph increased. Along similar lines, Press et al. investigated the relationship between model size and its ability to reason in compositional tasks [18]. They found that the compositional gap between single-hop and multi-hop question-answering does not decrease as model sizes increase. Lepori et al. highlight one way neural networks can reason with complex tasks is because there exists structural subcomponents of a network that can handle subtasks [19]. They created models trained on odd-one-out language tasks and found that one can remove a subnetwork that handles a subtask from a network and leave the network’s functionality of other subtasks intact.

Furthermore, previous authors have explored numerical reasoning in large language models. One of Dziri et al.’s experiments involved multiplication, and they divided it into five subtasks: “one-digit multiplication, sum, mod 10, carry over, [and] concatenation” [2]. They used the number of digits between the two numbers multiplied to represent the size of the problem. Ling et al. created a framework for LLMs to solve algebraic problems by “generating answer rationales” alongside the predicted answer [20]. Answer rationales create an interpretable explanation of why a model chose a particular answer. Ontañón et al. explored different design patterns for the transformer architecture for compositional tasks, including “addition, duplication, [and] set
intersection” [21]. They found that improvements from architectural changes depended on the compositional task evaluated.

In the multiplication experiment, we observed a trend of large models performing better than smaller models. We can also observe a similar effect with the Llama-2 Chat models in the WLO experiment. Our results also prove that models cannot learn compositionality in-context reliably. Even if a model can perform relevant skills well individually, including an in-context example of relevant skills did not consistently improve the model. In the larger models for multiplication, including a relevant or irrelevant skill did not change the model's overall performance. For the WLO experiment, a relevant or irrelevant skill had inconsistent effects on model performance.

Several limitations of these experiments revolve around scaling and resource constraints. The largest model considered for these experiments was Llama 2-Chat 13B, but the largest Llama 2-Chat model available is 70B. Only the Flan-T5 and Llama 2-Chat family of models were considered, and future experimentation should consider different families, such as GPT. The choice of how prompts are given to a model can influence model performance [5], but only one main prompt format was considered for these experiments. Furthermore, future work could add more in-context examples and combine skill examples into a single prompt. We considered in-context examples for our experiments, but future work can try finetuning models on the subtasks instead. We conducted experiments involving multiplication and word list operation. A natural extension is to design additional tasks to see if our observations hold across them.
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